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This year’s traction report finds continued growth in the number 
of U.S. magazine titles using Digimarc® Discover to drive mobile 
engagement from print. Each category tracked continues to 
show positive trends between Digimarc’s digital watermarking 
technology and today’s magazine publishers, such as:  

•   55 magazine titles used Digimarc Discover to connect their readers with mobile content  
in 332 different issues.

•  The number of Digimarc Discover app downloads increased by nearly 300%.

•   Digimarc® IDs proliferated inside magazines, growing by more than 200%.

•  Readers scanned in droves to access recipes, sweepstakes, and videos.

As the magazine industry’s adoption of Digimarc Discover continues to grow, today’s retailers and consumer 

brands are also taking note and beginning to use Digimarc to engage with shoppers via circulars, catalogs,  

print/radio/television ads, retail signage, in-store audio, product packaging and more.  
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Launch the Digimarc Discover app and 
focus the camera on this image to view 
the Shopper’s Journey Vision video.

DIGIMARC PROVIDES A SINGLE MOBILE 
TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES BRANDS 
AND RETAILERS TO MORE DEEPLY 
ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS THROUGH 
MAGAZINES AND AT EVERY MARKETING 
TOUCHPOINT THROUGHOUT THE 
SHOPPER’S JOURNEY.

What is a Digimarc ID? A Digimarc ID is a unique signal (or pattern) that is added into print, audio, video 

or packaging to trigger branded experiences on customers’ mobile devices. Digimarc IDs can’t be seen or 

heard by people but mobile devices and POS image scanners can detect them. No special inks or printing 

processes are required.
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Which Magazines are Using Digimarc Discover?

By the end of 2012, a total of 41 magazine titles including Good Housekeeping, House Beautiful, Sports 

Illustrated and Southern Living were driving mobile engagement from printed editorial and ads with Digimarc 

Discover. In 2013, this number jumped 34% to 55 magazine titles with Digimarc IDs appearing in 332 

different issues. The 2013 magazine titles included: ALL YOU, Coastal Living, Cooking Light, Cosmopolitan, 

Costco Connection, ELLE DECOR, Health, HGTV Magazine, Lucky, Martha Stewart Weddings, Parents,  

Real Simple, Redbook, Saturday Evening Post, Seventeen, The New Yorker, Veranda and Woman’s Day.

While the number of magazine titles from 2012 to 2013 grew by 34%, the addressable market –  

which is the total combined circulation of the magazines – nearly doubled. 41 titles in 2012 reached  

over 37 million readers; while 55 titles in 2013 accounted for an addressable market of nearly 65 million.  

Even though we continue to see significant growth in the number of titles, issues, and readership,  

there is still tremendous room for growth in the coming years.  

2013 5 5 64,873,762 Readers

= 2,500,000 ADDRESSABLE MARKET READERS
(Addressable market is the total combined circulation of the magazines.)

2011 1 3
MAGAZINE TITLES USING DIGIMARC DISCOVER

4,451,723 Readers

2012 4 1 37,400,175 Readers

SINCE 2011 THE NUMBER OF READERS EXPOSED 
TO DIGIMARC DISCOVER HAS INCREASED TO 

64,873,762! THAT’S MORE THAN THREE TIMES 
THE POPULATION OF NEW YORK STATE.

NEW 
YORK!
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The Digimarc Discover App

The number of Digimarc Discover app downloads in 2013 nearly tripled from the number of downloads  

in 2012. In 2012, there were a total of 121,573 downloads compared to 483,092 downloads in 2013.  

By the end of 2013, the estimated downloads of third party Digimarc-enabled apps was more than 3 million. 

This is a major increase over the 2012 estimate of 500,000.

 

  

BY THE END OF  
2013, ESTIMATED 
DOWNLOADS OF  
THIRD PARTY 
DIGIMARC-ENABLED 
APPS WAS MORE THAN 
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Digimarc IDs

Digimarc IDs

6,859
2013

How Many Digimarc IDs have Appeared in U.S. Magazines? 

The number of unique Digimarc IDs appearing in U.S. magazines has more than tripled from 2012 to 2013. 

2012 had a total of 2,110 unique Digimarc IDs embedded into 269 issues. In 2013, there were a total of 

6,859 unique Digimarc IDs in the 332 issues using Digimarc Discover technology. 

THE NUMBER  
OF UNIQUE 
DIGIMARC IDs 
APPEARING IN 
U.S. MAGAZINES 
HAS MORE THAN 
TRIPLED FROM 
2012 TO 2013.
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Reader Engagement 

The benefit of adding print-to-mobile experiences in magazines is seamlessly linking readers with mobile web 

content, such as product details, buy now or social media sharing opportunities. Year over year, we continue 

to witness significant increases in the number of scans. To ensure success, it is important that the magazine 

educates readers about how to find and interact with Digimarc-enabled content as well as provide them 

with compelling post-scan experiences. It is paramount that the experience appropriately reward the reader 

for taking the time to scan. In 2012, Digimarc IDs in magazines were scanned a total of 1,641,018 times. In 

2013, the number of total scans increased by nearly a million to 2,617,909. 

The most popular scan incentives for 2013 were recipes, sweepstakes and video. 75% of all Digimarc scans 

in 2013 were either recipe or sweepstakes related. Other popular post-scan experiences included videos, 

shopping, and social media.

IN 2013, HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 
AND ITS ADVERTISING 
PARTNERS LAUNCHED 
“SHOPPABLE ADS” – A 
BREAKTHROUGH MADE 
POSSIBLE BY DIGIMARC – 
WHICH INDICATES THAT THE 
INDUSTRY IS HEADED IN A 
“BUY NOW” DIRECTION.

House Beautiful uses a simple icon that works elegantly with their 
layout and informs readers about connected content.

OF ALL SCANS OF DIGIMARC-ENABLED 
CONTENT IN 2013 WERE EITHER 
RECIPE OR SWEEPSTAKES RELATED.75%
75% 25%WIN!
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What are the Most Popular Magazine Categories for Digimarc Discover? 

In 2013, the top magazine categories by number of scans were Food & Nutrition, Lifestyle, and Regional 

Interest. Together these three categories accounted for 77% of scans for the year.  

Along with having the most scans, magazine titles in these categories also included the highest number 

of Digimarc-enabled editorial and ads. In 2013, Lifestyle magazines had 1,674 Digimarc IDs, Regional 

Interest had 770, and Food & Nutrition rounded out the top three with 728. 

FOOD & NUTRITION, LIFESTYLE AND 
REGIONAL INTEREST HAD 77% OF ALL 
READER ENGAGEMENT SCANS FOR 2013.
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Conclusion 

Magazines have been a crucial first step in achieving our vision of the shopper’s journey. As we continue to 

experience positive traction within magazines, retailers and brands are implementing their own Digimarc 

campaigns to make each marketing touchpoint interactive. Print/radio/television ads, catalogs, circulars, 

retail signage, product packaging, and in-store audio can all be given a unique “digital identity” to drive 

deeper customer engagement with mobile-enabled shoppers. Premium brands such as Ford, Avon,  

US Bank and Cooking Light are already connecting with their customers via Digimarc-enabled brochures, 

catalogs, commercials, and product packaging. 
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The Cooking Light brand has experienced noteworthy success in their magazine connecting pictures of 

finished dishes to videos, shopping lists, and more. In 2014, they began connecting shoppers to similar 

mobile experiences directly from the packaging of their new food product line.
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Sharing is Caring
Want to share the Traction Report infographic?
It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3:

Download the Digimarc Discover app from 
the iTunes App Store or Google Play.

Launch the app and hold your smartphone 
4”- 6” above the infographic to the right 
and let your camera focus. 

Share the infographic via email or your 
favorite social media outlet. 
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